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TREDAS NEWSLETTER 

A QUICK UPDATE FROM US  

engrained in your success 

September 2021 

Quarter 3 

Enclosed in this newsletter is the following: 

- The Energy Bus - Jon Gordon 

- Margin Protection 

- Crop Insurance Update 

- Grain Marketing Commentary  

We look  forward  to continuing to serve you in 2021, as always reach out with any questions or 

concerns.  

-The Tredas Team 

 
THE ENERGY BUS 

The Energy Bus by Jon Gordon is a personal development book that follows a man named George 

who was going through internal, personal, and career-related stressors. The stress he was experi-

encing during work was overtaking his personal life to the point where he was about to lose his fam-

ily. One day he meets a bus driver named Joy who notices his negative attitude and outlook on life. 

Little does he know that Joy is bursting with wisdom about cultivating positive energy and shares 

her insights with all of the passengers on her bus. Over a two week period, Joy and the passengers 

teach the man the “10 Rules For the Ride of your Life” which ends up changing his life forever. 

This is a great short story if you are feeling overwhelmed with work, life, etc. A few solid points I got 
out of this book is that the energy you fill your life with is entirely up to you. Joy makes it apparent 
that life is too short to let things you cannot control take over your attitude and take away from the 
good in life. She makes a great point by saying “would you rather look corny and happy or buttoned-
up and miserable?” It is physically impossible to be stressed and thankful at the same time.  
 
Life can be stressful especially within the agriculture industry. If one allows outside distractions to 
overwhelm their life and attitude with negativity, nothing productive results from it. The Energy Bus 
by Jon Gordon has great insight on how to counteract moments of stress with positivity which can 
lead to a much clearer vision and focus.  
 

- Tyler Regan  
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MARGIN PROTECTION 

Margin protection insurance has been available since 2017 but has gained some traction lately 

with higher commodity prices and higher input costs.  It is an RMA product which includes subsi-

dy levels ranging from 44-59% based on coverage levels of 70-95%.  There are a lot of moving 

parts in this policy, but in its simplest form it triggers a payment when Harvest Margin comes in 

less than your “Trigger Margin”.  While it does include input costs into the equation, they are not 

the insureds actual costs.  The same is true from the revenue.  It is based on final county yield 

and fall price, not the insured’s actual yields.  The input costs have five items that are variable 

and can change in the spring from their starting point, while the balance of the inputs are fixed.  It 

varies by county, but these five variable items account for roughly 1/3 of the overall total input 

costs.  Premium varies by county and coverage level but was $68 per acre after subsidy in this 

example of non-irrigated corn in Otoe County, Nebraska.  In this example, we left input costs flat 

to the April discovery period and yield even as well.  Therefore, it takes a reduction in price of 5% 

($4.80) to trigger a payment all other things being equal.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

PROS 

• Provides coverage of up to 95% of expected margin 

• Subsidized 44-59% 

• Producer doesn’t need an actual price or yield loss on 

their actual farm to generate a payment 

• Can be taken in combination of multi-peril coverage and 

will create a premium credit of your multi-peril insurance 
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PROS (continued) 

• Crop price is established on September 1, so allows you to lock in next year price earlier 

than most products 

CONS 

• Can only get paid the maximum of a margin protection claim or a multi-peril (MP) claim.  

Therefore, if you have a bad drought and raise 60% of an expected crop and have 80% MP 

coverage, the MP claim will most likely be larger than the margin protection claim resulting 

in relatively expensive margin protection insurance premium with zero indemnity payment 

• Uses input costs that may not have a strong correlation with your actual input costs 

• Variable input costs only make up roughly 1/3 of total input costs so would take large in-

crease in variable input costs from recent discovery period to significantly “move the needle” 

• Uses county yield information that might not be representative of your farm and may have 

no correlation to the actual profit margin (or lack thereof) of your specific farm 

• County yield information is not available until the following July after harvest before you will 

know if any indemnity will be paid 

Sales closing date for this product is September 30 which is approaching fast.  Please give us a 

call and we can run a quote and walk you through the coverage! 

- Drew Jensen  

 

 

As harvest ramps up in the near-term, we want to bring forward the approved methods of 

reporting your production to your crop insurance agent. It is incredibly important that you use 

one of these four methods so in the event you are to get audited by your insurance company, it 

will make the process much smoother. The four methods are:  

1. Scale tickets 

2. Calibrated combine monitor 

(continued on next page) 

CROP INSURANCE UPDATE  
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3.  Printable or downloadable grain cart scale 

4.  Bin measurements  

A) all insurance companies can turn in ‘claims’ to have an adjuster sent out to do a meas-
urement 

 

If you have any questions as to if your method of keeping your records is suitable to carry you 
through an audit, please contact your insurance agent. It is the insureds responsibility to keep 
three years of records to be prepared for audits.  

 

Another important production reporting reminder is to have your production into your agent prior 
to December 15

th
. After the fall price is established (typically the first few days in November), 

there is 45 days to turn in a revenue claim. In these claims, an adjuster will collect your records 
(needing to be -you guessed it- one the four approved methods above) and working to find an 
accurate bushel number to each unit.  

 

Never hesitate to reach out to us if you have any questions regarding production reporting; and 
as always, have a safe & bountiful harvest.  

- Makenzie Wilson 

GRAIN MARKETING COMMENTARY  

A Tale of 12 months and 12 years. USDA ending stocks have changed dramatically in the last 
twelve months.  For 2021, we currently have an estimated 1.408 billion bushel corn ending 
stocks.  Twelve months ago, the USDA projection was 2.503 billion ending stocks, and in July 
2020 USDA estimates were as high as 3.3230 billion bushels.  Soybean stocks are one third of 
what they were, down from 460 million bushels last September to 155 million today.  Similar dra-
matic swings happened in 2012.  Twelve months after the 2012 drought and $8 per bushel corn, 
the corn carryout nearly tripled from the 2012 low estimate of 650 million bushels  to 1.8 billion.  
Soybeans struggled to move the needle increasing ending stocks by only 35 million bushels from 
Sep 2012 to Sep 2013.   

Volatile ending stocks estimates will impact price, basis, and carry from month to month.  Invers-
es in the futures and basis market make storing grain more speculative than rolling carry and 
locking in a guaranteed return on investment.  The correlation between endings stocks and fu-
tures market carry are positively correlated.  When ending stocks are large, the futures market 
carry is large.  Again, looking back twelve months, as corn carryout was shrinking and China was 
buying, the DEC20 to MAR21 carry went from thirteen cents to zero.  Soybean carry was even 
more dramatic as NOV20 to MAR21 went from a seven cent carry out to a twenty-seven cent in-
verse.  The move last year provides an incentive to begin rolling carry a couple weeks early for 
the 2021 crop that is going into the bin.   

The current eight cent DEC21 corn to MAR22 carry and fourteen cent NOV21 soybean to 
MAR22 appear to be significant compared to our projected ending stocks.  It also appears we 
are going to be in a strong basis market for the next 12 months, making it even more appealing 
to lock in the carry today and then let basis improve into the fall and winter.  Even if the 2021 
crop surprises us with higher yields, the extra cash in the farmers pocket should squeeze end 
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users into paying higher basis in the short term.  Some end users are still holding onto a positive 
basis even as new crop begins to trickle in.  

Basis is typically negatively correlated with endings stocks.  As stocks decrease, basis increases 
to a point of demand destruction.  As the farmer sits on a little extra cash from higher grain pric-
es, they’ll have more confidence to keep bin doors locked.  Tighter stocks gives the farmer a little 
more courage to hold on for a cash rally.  Correlation between carry and carryout is positively 
correlated.  In more abundant stocks years, if futures rally, basis will widen or get worse.  If fu-
tures fall, basis can improve to draw supplies into the local market.   

Let’s dive into the 12 year history of corn and soybean futures movement.  The table below 
shows the MAR futures post-harvest “retracement rally” for each year since 2010.  The 
“retracement rally” is defined by the how much does the post-harvest market rebound or retrace 
as a percentage of the pre-harvest range (spring-time high to harvest low).  Also, the 2021 val-
ues highlighted in yellow below are the MAR2021 contract which refers to the 2020 crop year.  

The soybean “retracement rally” exceeds the pre-harvest drop in prices in only 5 years or 42% of 
the time, meaning that the post-harvest sales opportunities were better than pre-harvest opportu-
nities only 42% of the time.  Corn post-harvest opportunities occurred only twice or 17% of the 
time.  This leads to two questions:  Is it beneficial to forward market grains and how does 
one capitalize on the post-harvest rally?  In the outlier years, the post-harvest rally opportuni-
ties can be large, occurring 42% and 17% of the time for soybeans and corn, respectively.  The 
large 300% retracements only occur twice for each corn and beans in the last twelve years.  
Should we do nothing and miss the pre-harvest highs that occur 58% and 83% of the time for 
soybeans and corn?  This creates a lot of stress and emotional decision making especially in the 
low pricing years where profit margins are especially tight.  There are obvious financial benefits 
to locking in profitable futures values prior to harvest.   

Consistent marketing success should not be framed by a positive or negative IRS 1099 in your 
futures account or talk in the coffeeshop.  Marketing success is about being consistent and creat-
ing opportunities specific to your operation, your market, and your goals.  The seasonal patterns 
show more pre-harvest marketing opportunities by forward selling corn futures and taking ad-
vantage of post-harvest carry and basis opportunities.  In the last fifteen years, soybeans have 
had more post-harvest futures opportunities than corn.  South American production has grown 
considerably and there are now two global bean crops grown each year.  Chinese demand for 
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US soybeans has been much greater than anticipated, which has shrunk US stocks and rallied pric-
es over this time frame as well.  Market ahead when opportunity strikes but be ready for those outlier 
years, and don’t let the outliers have negative consequences on your consistent marketing long 
term.  Our last newsletter highlighted pre-harvest average prices, harvest average prices and post-
harvest average prices.  We are in a year where the post-harvest average prices are coming in 
above the pre-harvest average prices.  One conclusion from that newsletter, was to keep ownership 
of soybeans in some fashion, if you sell them all at harvest.  Re-ownership strategies can include 
buying limited-risk Calls (outright MAR22 $14 Calls @ $0.22) or buying Bull Call spreads (buy 
MAR22 $13.20 Calls & sell MAR22 $14.20 Calls @ net $0.26) which will be less than commercially 
storing soybeans for 5 months @ $0.07/mo).  Buying outright futures has unlimited price risk, as 
does storing beans unhedged in the bin or commercially.  Storage/shrink costs are eliminated if the 
beans are sold at harvest. 
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The market will always win, and it doesn’t care about you or your operation.  The good thing is, we 
believe there’s a better way to market your grain.  Elon Musk said “If you give yourself 30 days to 
clean your house, it’ll take 30 days.  But if you give yourself 3 hours, it’ll take 3 hours.  The same ap-
plies to your goals, ambitions and potential.”  

We can accomplish a lot in a short amount of time if we designate the time to pay attention to the 
unique opportunities in futures, carry, basis, and crop insurance.  A plan puts these pieces and deci-
sions together with the intention of maximizing each one.  A sum of these parts really adds up to 
success over time.  We see this in good farming operations, and we see it in marketing too.  We’re 
blessed to be a part of your operation and look forward to the future. 

• Ethan Bruland 

 

 

 

 

 

This material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of Tredas, LLC and is, or 

is in the nature of, a solicitation. This material is not a research report prepared by Tredas LLC Re-

search Department. By accepting this communication, you agree that you are an experienced user 

of the futures markets, capable of making independent trading decisions, and 

agree  that  you  are  not, and  will not,  rely  solely  on  this  communication  in making  trading deci-

sions. 

DISTRIBUTION IN SOME JURISDICTIONS MAY BE PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED BY LAW. 

PERSONS IN POSSESSION OF THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY SHOULD INFORM THEM-

SELVES ABOUT AND OBSERVE ANY SUCH PROHIBITION OR RESTRICTIONS. TO THE EX-

TENT THAT YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY AND SOLICITATIONS 

ARE PROHIBITED IN YOUR JURISDICTION WITHOUT REGISTRATION, THE MARKET COM-

MENTARY IN THIS COMMUNICATION SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED A SOLICITATION. 

The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or trader must 

consider whether this is a suitable investment. Past performance, whether actual or indicated by 

simulated historical tests of strategies, is not indicative of future results. Trading advice is based on 

information taken from trades and statistical services and other sources that Tredas LLC believes 

are reliable. We do not guarantee that such information is accurate or complete and it should not be 

relied upon as such. Trading advice reflects our good faith judgment at a specific time and is subject 

to change without notice. There is no guarantee that the advice we give will result in profitable 

trades. 


